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Abstract 

 

In the years of the Eurozone crisis the countries hardest hit by banking distress, rising unemployment 

and looming crises in sovereign debt, namely, Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece and Spain, were o]en 

idenLfied in the internaLonal press as the PIIGS group – an extension of PIGS – the acronym widely used 

since the 1990s to idenLfy Southern European “problem” economies. The use of both of these acronyms 

revealed how an isolated term could serve to condense thinking regarding the economic vulnerabiliLes 

and risk factors common to peripheral economies in the Euro area.  Both acronyms are examples of 

country grouping heurisLcs: cogniLve shortcuts which categorize countries into peer groups with 

(alleged) common characterisLcs.  Such country groupings may be connected to the social construcLon 

of ideas, as templates, that enhance the interpretaLon of economic and poliLcal realiLes and therefore 

guide the choices and the decisions of actors (whether investors, voters, or policymakers). In this paper, 

I discuss to what extent the idea of a “European South”, as a grouping heurisLc, gradually emerged from 

the percepLon of Southern countries as correlates on mulLple dimensions for a long period of their 

history. To explore this issue, I draw on recent research in collocaLon analysis (a sub-field of NLP Natural 

Language Processing) which uses DiaCollo (KollokaLonsanalyse in Diachroner PerspekLve, an open-

source text-mining so]ware to tackle large, diachronic corpora of German texts). Here, I explore how the 

staLsLcal associaLon of the word “Spanien” with its primary collocates has evolved over Lme by studying 

the enLre collecLon of arLcles published in the German newspaper, Die Zeit, between 1946 and 2017. I 

find that a strong associaLon of Spain with Southern European countries has been an ongoing 

characterisLc of arLcles in the press for more than sixty years. Over Lme, this associaLon has developed 

different dimensions that emphasize the common poliLcal, insLtuLonal, social and economic 

development of Southern European countries.  
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IntroducSon 

 

In the years of the Eurozone crisis, European countries hardest hit by banking distress, rising 

unemployment and looming sovereign debt (Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece and Spain) were o]en 

idenLfied in the internaLonal press as the PIIGS group. This acronym aimed to condense, in a single term, 

the noLon of economic vulnerability and risk factors common to peripheral economies of the Euro area. 

PIIGS was an extension of PIGS, an earlier acronym for four Southern countries. This had come into 

widespread use in the press in the mid-1990s, during the harsh negoLaLons over the terms and 

condiLons for the accession to the EMU (Economic and Monetary Union), at a Lme when serious 

concerns about the capacity of countries with a recent history of macroeconomic instability to parLcipate 

in the single currency were being publicly expressed by policy-makers and analysts. Apparently, the iniLal 

of the term - so the story goes - was a Wall Street arLcle published on November 6, 1996. However, the 

idea of a Southern European country cluster (occasionally including France) with a pejoraLve connotaLon 

– e.g. the popular concept of “Club Med” countries – had been around since the early 1990s and had 

been used in the context of the process of monetary integraLon, as well as other EU policy issues (Brazys 

and Hardiman 2015). In fact, concerns that “LaLn monetary views” (with reference to France and other 

Southern countries) could prevail at the expense of Germany’s culture of stability had been expressed by 

top Bundesbank officials as early as 1988 (James 2012: 235). In the following years, the “baWle of ideas” 

on the Euro brought to light deeper Franco-German differences rooted in divergent historical experiences 

as well as differences in culture, poliLcal economy and economic tradiLons (Brunnermeier, James and 

Landau 2016). 

The acronym PIGS is an example of country grouping heurisLc—a cogniLve shortcut based on 

the categorizaLon of countries into peer groups with (alleged) common characterisLcs. Country grouping 

has come to the aWenLon of researchers interested in the social construcLon of ideas which provide a 

framework for understanding the world. This literature sees ideas working as templates that enhance 

the interpretaLon of economic and poliLcal realiLes, and may possibly influence the choices and 

decisions made by actors—whether investors, voters or policymakers (Brazys and Hardiman 2015).  

 

Unlike other well-known acronyms invented by business and investment analysts (such as BRICS) 

the term PIGS has special characterisLcs that make its symbolic power especially strong. First, it conveys 

a judgement of value with a clear derogatory bias. As Fourcade (2013) explains: “Who would you rather 
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put your money on – the BRICs or the PIGS? The terms (which evocate, respecLvely, a sturdy material 

and a filthy porcine) are not irrelevant here: we think and feel through language… [T]he economy is 

always and everywhere a morality play”. In fact, the use of this terminology hit a nerve and was o]en 

criLcized by commentators in the sLgmaLzed countries 1  to the extent that its use was actually 

discouraged – with liWle success, apparently – in the internaLonal press as well as among business and 

financial analysts.2 

Second, PIGS terminology reflects the percepLon of the South from a northern point of view; 

reinforcing the idea of a cultural divide in Europe along geographic lines. This version of the “clash of 

cultures” approach shi]s the focus from diverging policies to diverging histories and idenLLes. Indeed, 

on occasion, the former have been treated as symptoms of the laWer. As a former German member of 

the ECB board wrote recently: “Different economic points of view stem from historical experience and 

cultural peculiariLes”, poinLng explicitly to the (typically German?) value of individual responsibility as 

the key determinant of a fundamental divergence with other European countries.3 Therefore the use of 

the past in the public discourse on the Eurozone crisis has been gradually dri]ing towards the realm of 

morality with all its burden of percepLons and idenLLes – or stereotypes, even on especially unfortunate 

occasions.4 

                                                             
1  In the case of Spain see: F. González Laxe, “Entre los BRIC y los PIGS”, El País, 30/08/2008: 
https://elpais.com/diario/2008/08/30/galicia/1220091497_850215.html; S. Pozzi, “El Banco Mundial 
estigmatiza a los 'PIGS' con una definición errónea”, El País, 10/06/2010: 
https://elpais.com/diario/2010/06/10/economia/1276120806_850215.html; J. Soler, “Elogio de los 
PIIGS”, El País, 24/06/2012: https://elpais.com/elpais/2012/06/22/opinion/1340367240_720933.html . 
2  In 2010, the Financial Times (“Anything but porcine at BarCap”, Feb 5, 2010, 
https://ftalphaville.ft.com/2010/02/05/142451/anything-but-porcine-at-barcap/) reported the following 
memo circulated by Barclays Capital, a British bank, to its employees: “Please alert your teams not to use 
the acronym PIIGS in any written communication. Rather, they should spell out the acronym and say: 
Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece and Spain. Research Production globally have been informed to take out 
any reference to the acronym in question.” 
3 J. Stark, “The historical and cultural differences that divide Europe’s union”, Financial Times, February 2, 
2015: https://www.ft.com/content/e08ec622-ad28-11e4-a5c1-00144feab7de . 
4 In March 2017, the Dutch minister of Finance Jeroen Dijsselbloem, then head of the Eurogroup (the 
group of Eurozone’s ministries of finance), came under crossfire from Southern European governments 
and EU authorities for declaring in an interview to the German newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung: “Ich kann nicht mein ganzes Geld für Schnaps und Frauen ausgeben und anschließend Sie um 
Ihre Unterstützung bitten. Dieses Prinzip gilt auf persönlicher, lokaler, nationaler und eben auch auf 
europäischer Ebene“ – a statement interpreted in the international press as an indirect but clear 
criticism to Greece and other Southern European countries. In his defence, he claimed that he merely 
wanted to illustrate a moral principle. https://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/wirtschaftspolitik/nach-
aeusserung-in-der-f-a-z-ruecktritt-von-eurogruppenchef-dijsselbloem-gefordert-14937323.html  
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In this paper, I aim to discuss to what extent the idea of a “European South” grouping (beyond 

its obvious geographical connotaLon) can be regarded as a social construct that gradually emerged from 

history. The intuiLon I’m pursuing here is, basically, that the likelihood of the idea of a country cluster 

emerging will be higher, and its heurisLc power will be stronger, where countries are perceived as 

correlates on mulLple dimensions, whether geographical, geo-poliLcal, poliLcal, insLtuLonal, or cultural, 

for a long period of their history. To explore this issue, I draw on recent research advances in NLP (Natural 

Language Processing). More precisely, I adopt a text mining approach based on collocaLons: pairs of 

words that co-occur at high frequency in a meaningful context. In the framework of European integraLon 

and EU policy-making, the most criLcal voices on Europe’s South came from Germany. Accordingly, I 

apply this methodology to a text corpus composed of the enLre collecLon of arLcles published in the 

German magazine, Die Zeit, from 1946 to 2017. The strategy is to explore diachronically which word pairs 

(collocates) typically occurred together with Spain – the S in PIGS – in order to assess whether, when and 

why Spain was systemaLcally associated with other European countries in a way that could convey to 

German readers the idea of a “Southern club”. To paraphrase the famous statement by English linguist 

J.R. Firth (“You shall know a word by the company it keeps”). It is plausible to assume that a systemaLc 

associaLon of certain countries in the news might act over Lme as a heurisLc device. In turn, this could 

be based either on availability (judging the likelihood of an event based on how easily an example or a 

case comes to mind), representaLveness (judging an event based on how strongly it resembles other 

events stored in memory) or affect (making judgments about an event based on senLment from past 

experiences. See: Kahneman and Tversky 1972; Tverski and Kahneman 1974; Kahneman and Frederick 

2002)5.  

My main findings suggest that the strong associaLon of Spain with other Southern European 

countries was an ongoing characterisLc of German news features for the enLre second half of the 20th 

century and the first decades of the 21st century. Over Lme, this associaLon developed in different ways, 

by emphasizing the common poliLcal, insLtuLonal, social and economic development of Southern 

European countries. This may have encouraged German readers to perceive the European South as a 

single enLty – a group of countries with common characterisLcs that made them fit together. Such 

“commonaliLes” may have contributed to the emergence of the noLon of PIGS as an “economic problem” 

area that arose in the 1990s and was revived in the post-2008 crisis. At the same Lme, this study shows 

                                                             
5 These heuristic devices are used to explain investors’ decision in the literature on behavioral finance. 
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that the associaLon of Ireland with the European South emerged well before the outbreak of the recent 

crisis. 

The paper is structured as follows.  In the first secLon I briefly discuss some aspects of the 

extensive literature on the North-South cultural divide in Europe. SecLons II and III describe the text 

mining tools, the text sources and the methodology of country collocaLon analysis. SecLon IV present 

the results. SecLon C presents the conclusion. 

 

 

I. The North-South divide in Europe: religion, culture or ideology? 

 

According to Elliot (2000), the roots of the poliLcal and social differences between northern and 

southern European countries began in the late sixteenth century during the conflict between the 

Protestant North and the Catholic South. In fact, the role of religion as a key factor in the analysis of 

economic and social development dates back to the analysis of Max Weber (1930 [1905]), who argued 

that Protestants were more inclined to succeed in business than Catholics thanks to their superior work 

ethic, thri] and social capital (see also Barro and McCleary 2003). Although economists as a rule tend to 

reject cultural explanaLons of comparaLve economic performances, the post-2008 Eurozone crisis has 

revived the interest in Weber’s approach. Some analysts emphasize cultural and social characterisLcs 

that seem to have influenced the development of the economy and empowered the dominance of the 

Protestant part of Europe. Such factors could include: the secularizaLon and consequent freedom of the 

economy from religious control, differences in educaLon (self-educaLon by reading the Bible 

autonomously), the consequences of the Catholic Counter-ReformaLon and the importance of the 

AtlanLc (slave) trade in creaLng an autonomous business class that would demand modernizing 

insLtuLonal reform (Young 2009; Sheremeta and Vernon 2017). More generally, the noLon that cultural 

and social differences between the “two Europes” might help to explain systemaLc differences in 

economic and policy outcomes – for instance, in the characterisLcs and performance of welfare states – 

has been gaining tracLon in the policy debate in Europe and elsewhere.6 

                                                             
6 See for example T. Sanandaji, “The America left’s two-Europes problem”, 2012, 
http://www.aei.org/publication/the-american-lefts-two-europes-problem/ 
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The assumpLon that European countries emphasize different cultural values, and can therefore 

be grouped into relaLvely homogenous “cultural clusters”, that are rooted in the past, retains significant 

tracLon in the social sciences. In Hofstede and Minkov’s comparaLve graphs, which rate cultural values 

such as ‘power distance’, ‘uncertainty avoidance’, ‘long-term orientaLon’, and so on, Spain’s graph 

matches that of other Southern European countries, and is sharply disLnguished from Germany’s 

(Hofstede et al. 2010; Figure 1).  Likewise, in the GLOBE Project (hWps://globeproject.com ) -- a global 

research iniLaLve that explores the connecLons between naLonal cultural values, societal effecLveness 

and organizaLonal leadership – finds that Italy, Spain and Portugal, together with France, French-

speaking Switzerland and Israel, are strongly correlated along a number of the idenLfied dimensions of 

societal culture (some of which are derived from Hofstede’s modeling), supporLng the view of a LaLn 

Europe cluster (House et al 2004; see Figure 2). 

Figure 1: PIGS in Hofstede’s dimensions on naSonal culture 

 

 

Source: Hofstede Insights (hWps://www.hofstede-insights.com/product/compare-countries/ )  
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Figure 2: GLOBE’s LaSn Europe cluster 

 

Source: The Global Project (hWps://globeproject.com/results/clusters/laLn-europe )  

 

If, in the social sciences, “naLonal cultures” are treated as objecLve, measurable enLLes, other 

approaches emphasize their ideological nature. The influenLal construcLvist school, inspired by Gellner 

(1983) and Anderson (1983), idenLfied fundamental changes in the poliLcal and socio-economic 

environment of 18th and 19th century Europe, when, as they see it, idenLty poliLcs became the principal 

instrument used by the state to secure its legiLmacy. By extension, the desire to belong to a unified 

cultural enLty works as a tool for exclusion, based on making clear disLncLons between oneself and 

others, in-group and out-group (Habermas 1998). For Anderson, naLons historically developed as 

imagined communi<es:  ficLve projecLons moLvated by the concern to be idenLfied as belonging to the 

same naLon, where idenLty is reinforced in opposiLon to others, whether along the polariLes of North-

South, center-periphery, ours-theirs, or raLonal-irraLonal, and so on.  

Following a similar thread, DainoWo (2007) offers a historical analysis of the evoluLon of ideas 

about Europe that conLnue to define culture, poliLcs, and idenLty today. He sees the origins of the 

North-versus-South divide as an ideological relocaLon within Europe of a West-versus-East divide, which 

led to a representaLon of Southern naLonal cultures as irraLonal and rude in stark comparison to those 

of the raLonal, civic-minded naLons depicted as the cradle of “true” European values. DainoWo also 

suggests that the creaLon of a borderless Europe – a process officially set in moLon on March 25, 1995, 

with the entry into force of the Schengen Treaty for seven members of the European Union (Germany, 
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France, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Spain and Portugal), soon followed by the rest of the EU-15 

countries by the end of 1997 – was not only an economic issue but a social phenomenon that, by 

enhancing the interacLon between so different cultures, exacerbated the percepLon of the profound 

differences between the North and the South.  

One way or another, the European past – either reflected in measurable cultural dimensions, or 

projected through ideological representaLons – is unlikely to work as a ground for a common idenLty. 

At the Copenhagen European Summit of December 1973, the Heads of State or Government of the nine 

Member States of the enlarged European Community (Germany, Belgium, France, Italy, Luxemburg, the 

Netherlands, and the recently added Denmark, Ireland and United Kingdom) affirmed their 

determinaLon to introduce the concept of European idenLty into their common foreign relaLons.7 Since 

then, however, EU cultural policy has shi]ed from the iniLal ambiLon to build an idenLty based on 

“unity”, emphasizing common heritage, tradiLons and values to a minimalist approach based on 

“diversity”. The latest  ambiguous variant of this is the concept of “unity in diversity”, thus displacing the 

construcLon of a common ground from the past to the future – a “community of desLny” (Sassatelli 

2002). This suggests that “the historical-geographical and socio-poliLcal characterisLcs of Europe as a 

conLnent [that] have generated a ‘mulLple idenLty area’ of overlapping territorial and historical spaces 

at local, regional and naLonal territorial level” (Walkenhorst 2008) make the building of Europe as a new 

“imagined community” a daunLng task. In fact, the recent economic crisis and the ensuing harsh poliLcal 

controversies exacerbated a senLment of deeply rooted diversiLes that seems to challenge the idea of 

a common desLny. As suggested by Alfred Korzybski, the founder of general semanLcs, “the map is not 

the territory” – and much less so in Europe in the last decade. 

 

 

II. Tools and sources: using DiaCollo to explore Die Zeit 

 

In this paper, I aim to discuss the degree to which the associaLon of Spain with other Southern European 

countries can be thought of as a social construct that emerged from history. The intuiLon is basically that 

the probability of a country cluster emerging will be higher, and its heurisLc power will be stronger where 

                                                             
7 See "Declaration on European Identity", Bulletin of the European Communities. No 12, Luxembourg: Office for 
official publications of the European Communities (December 1973): 118-122.  
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countries are associated on mulLple dimensions (geographical, geo-poliLcal, poliLcal, insLtuLonal, 

cultural) for a long period of their history. To explore this issue, I draw on recent research advances in 

NLP (Natural Language Processing), a scienLfic method combining the fields of arLficial intelligence and 

linguisLcs. This approach is increasingly used  by scholars as data sharing becomes increasingly important 

in modern scienLfic research. DiaCollo-KollokaLonsanalyse in Diachroner PerspekLve (CollocaLon 

analysis in diachronic perspecLve: hWps://www.clarin.eu/showcase/diacollo) is an open-source text-

mining so]ware hosted by CLARIN-D (hWps://www.clarin-d.net/en/ ), the German partner of CLARIN 

("Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure": hWps://www.clarin.eu/ ), a Europe-wide 

research infrastructure that promotes the sharing, use and sustainability of digital language data for 

research in humaniLes and social sciences. Text mining is a subfield of data mining, which is, in common 

with NLP, a subfield of arLficial intelligence. This interdisciplinary field combines machine learning, 

staLsLcs and computaLonal linguisLcs. Text mining technology permits the categorizaLon, extracLon 

and senLment analysis of large text corpora.8 CollocaLon analysis is one of many tasks in staLsLcal NLP. 

It consists of a target term (collocant) and its collocates – i.e. words associated to it, either grammaLcally 

or symbolically, as a means of idenLfying “some convenLonal way of saying things” (Manning and 

Schütze 1999).  

DiaCollo allows researchers to measure and visualize the strength of typical co-occurrences 

between a collocant and its collocates in a diachronic perspecLve. Unlike most convenLonal NLP tools, 

which implicitly assume corpus homogeneity (even when they have temporal extension), DiaCollo’s can 

accommodate temporal heterogeneity (i.e. it can measure variaLons in the strength of co-occurrences 

over Lme) thus helping researchers to understand the historical context from which they derive. For this 

reason, it can be used to analyze semanLc shi]s, for example, the evoluLon of word usage, or discourse 

trends, which reflect changes in the discourse environment (Jurish 2015). DiaCollo gives researchers the 

possibility to see these semanLc shi]s by tracing pair words: words which appear together at a certain 

period in Lme. In this way, changes in meaning will be indexed by changes in word combinaLons that 

may reveal broader poliLcal or cultural changes as well. Over Lme, the relevance of some connecLons 

will fade, while other connecLons gain salience.  

In order to be able to track the change of a word and its collocates over a long period of Lme, 

large corpora with detailed bibliographic metadata (including occurrence dates) must be available. The 

                                                             
8 The term corpus refers to a collection of data to be processed and we use the plural corpora to speak about more 
than one corpus. 
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most important historical corpus archived and searchable through DiaCollo is the Deutsches Textarchiv 

(hWp://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/ ), a large collecLon of German texts published in different fields 

(the sciences, the arts, and newspapers) between 1650 and 1900. Moreover, DiaCollo can be used also 

to explore more recent newspaper corpora such as the Berliner Zeitung and Tagespsiegel for the period 

from the mid-1990s to 2005) and the enLre collecLon of arLcles published in the Die Zeit (1946-2017). 

Since the laWer is the only corpus covering the enLre period, from WW2 to the recent crisis, this is the 

source used in this paper.  

Die Zeit is a liberal-oriented weekly newspaper published in Hamburg. It has a wide naLonal 

circulaLon. This has remained stable, at roughly 450, 000 to 500, 000 issues per week, from the 1980s 

unLl the present.  It was one of the first German newspapers to be licensed by the BriLsh a]er the War 

and it played an important role in the resurrecLon of democracy in West Germany (Humphreys 1996: 

82). Die Zeit publishes dossiers and essays, as well as long, detailed arLcles, and mulL-authored reports 

where different points of view are expressed on a single topic. Unlike the other widely-read German 

magazine, Der Spiegel, whose style is based on invesLgaLve research, anonymous wriLng and 

provocaLve opinion pieces, Die Zeit privileges the analysis of individual authors with a clearly idenLfiable 

signature in order to convey the balance between poliLcal camps 

(hWps://www.goethe.de/ins/gb/en/kul/mag/20704049.html make this reference clearer and move to 

footnote ). For this reason, it is seen to be one of the most influenLal newspapers to shape Germany’s 

public opinion and social communicaLon. Among its editors and publishers we find disLnguished 

intellectuals and poliLcal personaliLes. Marion Dönhoff (1909-2002), one of the most important 

intellectuals of post-war Germany, joined the magazine as poliLcal editor in 1946, becoming editor-in-

chief in 1968 and publisher in 1972 – a role she kept unLl her death in 2002, aged 92. A bestselling author 

and an advocate of the reconciliaLon between East and West, she contributed to set the moral standards 

for the coexistence of the peoples in a united Europe (Harpprecht 2008). Another influenLal personality 

in Die Zeit was Helmut Schmidt, a disLnguished leader of the SPD (the Social-DemocraLc Party) who 

served as Chancellor of the Centre-Le] government coaliLon from 1974 to 1982. A pioneer of 

internaLonal economic cooperaLon, he became Editor in 1983 and collaborated with the newspaper 

unLl his death in 2015 (Soell 2014).  
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III. Method: country collocation analysis  

 

Country grouping heurisLcs are based on the premise that within-cluster countries are associated with 

each other more intensely than they are with countries outside the cluster. Here, I use the DiaCollo 

so]ware to measure the Lme-varying staLsLcal associaLon between Spain, as a “collocant” country, and 

its country collocates. It is important to stress that DiaCollo uses only content words as potenLal 

collocates; co-occurrences with high-frequency non-content items (e.g. arLcles) are automaLcally 

filtered out (Jurish 2018). In DiaCollo the query can be specified for different “profiles”; a profile is 

defined on the base of the break units into which the text corpus is segmented. The “collocaLons” profile 

searches for collocant-collocate pairs within sentence boundaries, using a fixed-width moving “context 

window” of a maximum of 5 adjacent words; a collocaLon pair is included in the results only if it passes 

a minimum frequency threshold (set at 5 co-occurrences by default). However, this “naLve co-occurence” 

approach tends to miss out sparse data – i.e. infrequent terms for which very few potenLal collocates 

can be idenLfied. In order to include a broader range of candidate collocates, DiaCollo includes also a 

“TDF” (Term x document frequency) profile, which allows users to search for co-occurrences at 

“document” level; by default, documents are idenLfied by paragraph boundaries.  

To measure the strength of co-occurrences, DiaCollo makes it possible to use different scoring 

funcLons, which include absolute raw- and log-frequency and normalized raw- and log-frequency per 

million tokens. The most widely used score, however, is the log Dice coefficient, a “lexicographer-friendly 

associaLon score” that allows meaningful comparisons between corpora of a very different size (i.e. 

number of tokens included) (Rychlý 2008: 6-9).   It is defined as: 

 

where w1 and w2 are (respecLvely) the collocant (query) and collocate tuples (i.e. sequences of content 

words); f1 and f2 are (respecLvely) the total independent number of co-occurrences for the query term 

(w1,*) and the collocate term (*,w2); f12 is the number of co-occurrences for the collocaLon-pair 

(w1,w2); and ε  is an error.  
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For each query DiaCollo gives results for each Lme-slice specified: the total number of co-

occurrences (for any word included in the corpus), the f1, f2 and f12 co-occurrence staLsLcs (see above), 

the selected score for the top k collocates and their aWributes (POS, i.e. Part-of-Speech: noun, proper 

name, adjecLve, verb). Results can be displayed by using different formats of online visualizaLon – e.g., 

as an HTML table or a chart (both with hyperlinks to underlying corpus hits), a tab-separated plain text, 

bubbles or clouds (in which collocates are displayed as labelled circles or text labels, respecLvely, whose 

size and color represent the corresponding associaLon score).  

In the example below (Figure 3), DiaCollo is instructed to return collocaLons (PROFILE) for the 

target term “Spanien” (QUERY) and its 20 strongest collocates (KBEST) on the base of the log Dice score 

(SCORE) aggregated at intervals of ten years (SLICE) for the enLre period covered by the text corpus (the 

DATE(S) box is le] blank). Figure 4 shows results for the first Lme-slice (1940 = 1946-49) in HTML format; 

KWIC (Keyword in context) boxes are the hyperlinks to the underlying text hits; an example for the 

collocate word “Beziehung” (relaLonship) is presented in figure 5. Figure 6 shows the same results in 

Cloud and Bubble formats, in which the strongest associaLons (ranked along the side bar) are in red and 

the weakest ones in blue. 

 

 

Figure 3: DiaCollo interface 
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Figure 4: Results in HTML Table format 

 

 
 
 

 

Figure 5: Hyperlinks to text hits from KWIC boxes 
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Figure 6: Results in Cloud and Bubble formats 
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IV. Results: Spain’s collocates over time  

 
A first relevant finding is how “visible” Spain was as a news-worthy subject in Die Zeit compared to other 

foreign countries. For this purpose, I use the DiaCollo profile “unigrams”. Results are presented in Figure 

7. The rate of presence is calculated as the number of Lmes the name of each country appears each year, 

divided by the total number of unigrams (i.e. content words) included in the corpus in the same year. 

Since the total number of Lmes “Spanien” appears is not an appropriate measure of its visibibilty, it 

needs to be normalised. For reasons possibly related to the number and size of published arLcles, there 

has been a considerable increase in the number of unigrams in recent years. The top graph shows that 

before 2010 Spain was featured less in the German compared to the USA, the Soviet Union or other  

European countries such as France, Britain or Italy. Mild spikes can be observed in the early 1960s and 

the mid 1970s; these were associated, respecLvely, with the rise of Spanish emigraLon to Germany and 

the fall of the Franco regime and the transiLon to democracy. Measured on this scale, the relevance 

acquired by Spain a]er 2010 as a consequence of its role in the Eurozone crisis was definitely 

unprecedented. 

 

Figure 7: Rate of presence of foreign countries in Die Zeit, 1946-2017 
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However, compared to other European peripheral countries, the presence of Spain in the 

German news was not negligible. Given Germany’s geopoliLcs as well as the tradiLonal eastward 
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projecLon of German foreign poliLcal and economic relaLonships, Poland was the most “visible” country 

in this group. However, Spain was “seen” in the news by readers of Die Zeit much more than any other 

peripheral country in the North, East or South of Europe. 

As a second step, by using the DiaCollo profiles “collocaLons” and “term-document matrix”, we 

can assess which words were more strongly associated with Spain in Die Zeit. Tables 1 and 2 report 

Spain’s top 20 collocates by decade from the 1940s onwards ranked on the base of the log Dice score, 

while Figure 8 shows annual scores for the four Southern European countries. It emerges clearly that for 

Die Zeit’s readers  Spain was o]en portrayed in close associaLon with at least one of the other Southern 

European countries: Portugal, Italy and Greece – the PIG group. UnLl the late 1990s, the strongest 

associaLon was with Portugal, which can be explained not only by the geographical conLguity of the two 

countries, but, more importantly, by their parallel poliLcal development: both remained under autocraLc 

regimes unLl the mid-1970s; both experienced the transiLon to democracy in the late 1970s; and, both 

applied for accession to the European Economic Community in 1986.  This is suggested by the presence 

of the words “beitriG” (accession) and “gemeinschaH” (community) among the top collocates in the 

1980s. PoliLcal developments could also explain the strong associaLon of Spain with Greece and Italy in 

the 1960s and 70s – namely, in the case of Greece, the establishment of a military regime (1967-74), the 

return to democracy and its accession to the EEC in 1981; in the case of Italy, the strong electoral success 

of the communist party in the 1970s and early 1980s, which led to the rise of a common poliLcal strategy 

(jointly with French and Spanish communists) under the flag of Eurocommunism.  
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Table 1. Profile “collocaSons”: Spain’s newsworthy top-20 collocates by decades 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

6,762 Spanien 7,096 Italien 7,789 Portugal 7,785 Portugal
6,606 Franco 7,054 Portugal 7,386 Italien 7,692 Griechenland
6,041 Portugal 5,920 Schweiz 6,966 Griechenland 7,035 Italien
5,823 Beziehung 5,896 Frankreich 6,431 Jugoslawien 6,750 Jugoslawien
5,808 Marshall-Plan 5,676 Schweden 6,242 Schweiz 6,307 Frankreich
5,661 Frankreich 5,515 Spanien 5,836 Österreich 6,071 Türkei
5,597 Abbruch 5,441 Griechenland 5,732 Franco 5,908 Franco
5,589 spanisch 5,281 Österreich 5,672 Frankreich 5,453 Schweiz
5,519 Uno 4,831 Holland 5,636 Ahlers 5,424 Österreich
5,466 Argentinien 4,759 Jugoslawien 5,188 Türkei 5,315 spanisch
5,437 Guthaben 4,656 spanisch 5,094 Spanien 5,207 England
5,064 Beteiligung 4,150 England 5,090 Madrid 4,601 Madrid
4,977 diplomatisch 4,009 Marokko 4,775 England 4,509 Schweden
4,777 arabisch 3,997 Türkei 4,565 spanisch 4,492 Großbritannien
4,710 Griechenland 3,479 Ungarn 4,065 Großbritannien 4,425 Marokko
4,606 Italien 3,474 Belgien 4,039 Land 4,421 baskisch
4,383 erklären 3,364 Verteidigung 3,982 Gibraltar 4,256 Carrillo
4,367 Großbritannien 3,263 Großbritannien 3,952 Belgien 4,239 demokratisch
4,116 USA 3,229 USA 3,935 Argentinien 4,121 Demokratie
4,031 Land 3,118 Polen 3,582 Tourist 4,048 Arbeiterpartei

8,419 Portugal 8,331 Portugal 7,912 Italien 8,292 Italien
7,226 Italien 7,908 Italien 7,695 Portugal 7,720 Portugal
7,214 Griechenland 7,303 Griechenland 7,279 Frankreich 6,937 Frankreich
6,430 Frankreich 6,975 Frankreich 7,017 Griechenland 6,776 Griechenland
6,359 Beitritt 6,499 Großbritannien 6,664 Großbritannien 6,671 Madrid
5,564 Großbritannien 6,439 Irland 6,430 Irland 6,518 Europameister
5,395 spanisch 6,280 Belgien 6,148 England 6,477 Irland
5,353 Franco 5,529 England 5,673 Polen 6,273 Titelverteidiger
5,142 Österreich 4,337 Deutschland 5,590 Belgien 6,166 England
4,975 Gemeinschaft 4,152 Franco 5,476 José 5,909 Nadal
4,924 Belgien 4,042 González 5,446 Zapatero 5,846 Rafael
4,917 Jugoslawien 3,877 Türkei 5,406 Aznar 5,759 Lesen
4,813 Spanien 3,857 Spanien 5,235 Österreich 5,729 Großbritannien
4,743 Schweiz 3,780 Österreich 5,086 Schweden 5,700 Niederlande
4,734 Eg 3,742 Schweden 4,730 Marokko 5,645 Weltmeister
4,733 England 3,691 Holland 4,660 Deutschland 5,637 Rajoy
4,733 Madrid 3,654 Europa 4,626 Türkei 5,593 welt-
4,504 Eg-Beitritt 3,641 Dänemark 4,576 Dänemark 5,590 Belgien
4,477 Irland 3,578 Land 4,507 Baskenland 5,464 Thema
4,315 Weltmeisterschaft 3,448 spanisch 4,442 Spanien 5,458 Mariano

1946-49 1950-59 1960-69 1970-79

1980-89 1990-99 2000-09 2010-17
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Table 2. Profile “Term-Document Matrix”: Spain’s newsworthy top-20 collocates by decades 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14,000 Spanien 14,000 Spanien 14,000 Spanien 14,000 Spanien
12,088 spanisch 11,743 spanisch 11,603 spanisch 11,487 spanisch
11,860 Franco 11,115 Franco 11,131 Franco 11,033 Portugal
11,231 Madrid 10,752 Madrid 10,882 Portugal 10,959 Madrid
10,459 Portugal 10,679 Portugal 10,845 Madrid 10,888 Griechenland
10,019 Bürgerkrieg 10,560 Spanier 10,659 Italien 10,805 Franco
10,016 Spanier 10,450 Italien 10,441 Spanier 10,340 Spanier
9,872 Uno 9,957 Griechenland 10,235 Griechenland 10,291 Italien
9,700 Italien 9,944 Schweiz 9,771 Jugoslawien 10,088 Jugoslawien
9,693 iberisch 9,799 Bürgerkrieg 9,770 Schweiz 9,771 Juan
9,678 Juan 9,776 Belgien 9,750 Österreich 9,764 Frankreich
9,675 Don 9,666 Holland 9,703 Bürgerkrieg 9,642 Carlos
9,608 diplomatisch 9,536 Schweden 9,478 Barcelona 9,485 Marokko
9,515 Barcelona 9,477 Frankreich 9,421 Gibraltar 9,406 Österreich
9,464 Botschafter 9,465 Türkei 9,317 Türkei 9,398 Türkei
9,463 Frankreich 9,458 Jugoslawien 9,268 Frankreich 9,390 Bürgerkrieg
9,451 Argentinien 9,387 Österreich 9,164 Belgien 9,333 Barcelona
9,353 NordAfrika 9,351 Dänemark 9,126 Del 9,160 baskisch
9,333 Beziehung 9,215 Marokko 9,045 Dänemark 9,117 Schweiz
9,215 Marshall-Plan 9,195 Gibraltar 9,037 Marokko 9,018 König

14,000 Spanien 14,000 Spanien 14,000 Spanien 14,000 Spanien
11,675 spanisch 11,296 Portugal 11,110 spanisch 11,418 Italien
11,365 Portugal 11,113 spanisch 10,884 Italien 11,012 Madrid
10,935 Madrid 10,955 Italien 10,659 Portugal 10,883 spanisch
10,505 Spanier 10,412 Griechenland 10,476 Madrid 10,877 Portugal
10,485 Griechenland 10,266 Madrid 10,432 Frankreich 10,381 Frankreich
10,429 Italien 10,230 Frankreich 10,128 Griechenland 10,163 Griechenland
10,231 Franco 9,920 Spanier 10,068 Spanier 9,885 Irland
9,994 Felipe 9,886 González 10,043 Zapatero 9,878 Barcelona
9,895 Frankreich 9,822 Großbritannien 10,034 Aznar 9,853 Europameister
9,790 Beitritt 9,814 Belgien 9,915 Großbritannien 9,662 Rajoy
9,492 iberisch 9,797 Felipe 9,825 José 9,644 Titelverteidiger
9,443 Gemeinschaft 9,751 Irland 9,614 Irland 9,584 England
9,439 Barcelona 9,440 Barcelona 9,530 Belgien 9,563 Spanier
9,418 Eg 9,366 Franco 9,396 Eta 9,478 Staatsanleihe
9,390 Sozialist 9,342 Aznar 9,347 England 9,406 Weltmeister
9,289 González 9,177 England 9,293 baskisch 9,345 Niederlande
9,271 Großbritannien 9,170 Sevilla 9,249 Franco 9,293 Mariano
9,269 Belgien 9,044 Dänemark 9,180 Luis 9,282 Real
9,256 Jugoslawien 9,041 Sozialist 9,131 Schweden 9,223 Halbfinale

1946-49 1950-59 1960-69 1970-79

1980-89 1990-99 2000-09 2010-17
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Figure 8: Annual log Dice score for PIIG countries 
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However, Italy’s very high score and the rising scores of Greece, Turkey and Yugoslavia a]er the 

1950s suggests two addiLonal channels of associaLon. The first is related to the rise of German tourism 

abroad during this period. While, in the 1950s, the preferred desLnaLons of German travellers were 

neighboring countries, such as Austria and Switzerland, from the 1960s Spain, Italy and other southern 

desLnaLons gained increasing prominence (Wohlmann 1993). Thanks to the expansion of organized 

tourism as well as travel and hotel infrastructure, Spain and other southern European countries quickly 

turned themselves from a “blank spot” (weißer Fleck) to an increasingly popular holiday desLnaLon for 

West Germans (Kopper 2007). The second factor is the mass recruitment of foreign workers through 

bilateral agreements between West Germany and Italy (1955), Spain and Greece (1960), Turkey (1961), 

Portugal (1964) and Yugoslavia (1968). These worker migrants were known as Gastarbeiter (‘guest 

workers’), an expression that precisely defined their status within the German society. From the point of 

view of most of the German populaLon, they were useful visitors to fill temporary gaps in the German 

labour market; they were invited to work under temporary contracts and expected to return home 

a]erwards, in spite of their fundamental contribuLon to the German ‘economic miracle’ (Höhne et al 

2014; Hübschmann 2015). Whilst tourism and emigraLon enhanced West Germans’ awareness of the 

cultural diversity in the South, it may simultaneously have enhanced the percepLon of the South of 

Europe as a  unified whole. 

While links based on tourism and emigraLon seem to lose relevance a]er the 1970s, Ireland 

emerges as a leading collocate in the 1990s. This coincides chronologically with the expansion of the EU 

budget for its cohesion policy (the so-called “structural funds”), whose main beneficiaries were in fact 

Portugal, Greece, Ireland, most Spanish regions and the Southern Italian regions (Figure 9). The common 

characterisLc emphasized here was their relaLve economic underdevelopment – technically defined as 

a GDP per capita below 75 per cent of the EU average. On the other hand, Spain is increasingly associated 
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with leading European countries (France, Britain, Germany), which may be related to its increasing 

relevance in EU policy-making – i.e. in the reform of member countries’ voLng weights in the Council of 

the EU, which were the focus of the harsh negoLaLons leading to the Treaty of Nice (2001) and Lisbon 

(2007). 

 

Fig. 9 Beneficiaries of EU Structural Funds 1989-1999 

 

  
 

 

 

Conclusions and future research 

 

This analysis of diachronic country collocaLons suggests that the strong associaLon of Spain with 

Southern European countries was a permanent characterisLc of German news for the enLre second half 

of the 20th century and the first decades of the 21st. Over Lme, this associaLon worked along different 

dimensions, emphasizing common poliLcal, insLtuLonal, social and economic development of Southern 

European countries. This may have led German readers to see the European South as a whole – a group 

of countries with common characterisLcs that made them fit together. These “commonaliLes” might 
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have provided a ferLle ground for the emergence of the noLon of PIGS as “economic problem” countries 

that arose in the 1990s and was revived in the post-2008 crisis. At the same Lme, it shows that the 

associaLon of Ireland with the European South emerged well before the outbreak of the recent crisis. 

 

NLP and text mining are research tools with considerable potenLal, notwithstanding their 

limitaLons. In any case, findings must be understood as incomplete and parLal results that will always 

be suscepLble to change. This holds  for the findings presented in this paper, where the informaLon 

obtained from analyzing the German newspaper, Die Zeit, indicates how the percepLon of northern 

European readers of the European South evolved over Lme.  The staLsLcal associaLon of countries 

(collocaLons) can be useful way of visualizing ideas and concepts, but obviously contextual informaLon 

and complementary research will be needed to develop this analysis further.  
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